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INTRODUCTION

'Autfiorities in the fiel0 of early childhood edugation have long

maintained that specific and complete training is a pre-requisite to

becoming an.effective teacher of young childreti. Piaget indicated that

the younger the child is to be taught, the MOE training and education

the teacher should possess. Re suggests that the more one wishes toI

appeal to the sPontaneous activities in which young children engage,

the more initiative and activitY needs to be assumed by the teacher

(Piaget, Science of Education and the Psychology of ths. Child, NY,

Viking Press, 1969).

It appears, then,. that a major ingredient in the developmeti of

quality programs for young children is the element of competent teachers.

Ttcpfessional competence is.probably the most ivortant factor in deter-

% mining the child's success in school.

While teacher educators have no difficulty in specifying courses

and nUmber of credit hours believed necessary for teaching, they do

have difficulty specifying competencies involved in effective teaching.

Attempts at specifying,such competencies (known as generic competencies)

lead quite naturally into the problem of role definition for teachers. -

,

For what should they be educated? Is the role of the teacher primarily

one of working with parents, children, designing curriculum materials,

keeping records or is it a combination of all of these? The problem

seems to be in the view of the role of the teacher at both the pre-school

and in-service levels.

Following a brief introduction regarding the nature of competency

and a review of the literature, this presentation will focus on : 1) the

importance of the teacher's interpersonal skills, 2) the re-examination

I
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of the teacher as a leader, and 3) suggested guidelines for assessing

and developing more effective 'teachers through the delineation 9f

established areas tof competence.

A fundamental assumption ih the identification of_professional

competencies for early childhood f:lucators starts from the inemise

that all children have certain developmental needs and that most

children learn best in the kinds of environments which have been de-

signed to meet those needs. Additional.assumptions include:

1. There is a need for competent.early childhood teachers.

4. Competencies can be ideintified. These 'competencies are

ones which effect the,quality of.the program.

3. Competencies involve.three components: knowledge, skills,

and attitudes.

4. Performance is the major source of evidence of such,

competence.

The ultimate importance of the child's early experiences with hic;

or her family as well as in any special program (Almy, 1975; Bloom, 1964;

Butler, 1974; Hunt, 1901; Hymes, 1974) has been well defined. However,

lack of sound research, particularly longitudinal studies which assess

the outcomes of pm:grams for young children, has been apparent.

Early childhood research encompasses the physical, psychological,

and interpersonal environments which are deemed important to and for the

development of young children (Brown, 1969; Hertzberg, 1971; Kohl, 1969;

Rogers, 1,970; Silberman, 19/3).. This paper addresses itself to those

teacher behaviors especially in the area of interpersonal relations,

thought to promote the optimum development and learning in young children.

It is evident that tcacher behavior influences child behavior. (Almy,

1975; Combs, 1971, Hunt, 1961). It is the assumption that underlies this



position paper. Although there are mai), variables affetting and acting

upon the young child, it is the teachers themselves who.are the crucial

element: They are the ones who pet the tone and prepare the environment

for the growth and developnent of the children with whom they act and

interact all day throughout the year.

Teachers, therefore, need to design their programs based upon the

needs of_the child rather than upon.preconceived notions of what the

child.ought to be able to do. It is the contention of several early

childhood experts (Almy, 1975; Hymes, 1974; Morrison, 1976) that what

is needed seems to be a renewed recognition that schools are for children.
A

Moreover, there remains a need to identify arcas of competence for

early childhood teachers who are responsible for planning and carrying

out the daily program. More attention must be given to the kinds of

teachers we place at this.level in order to develop and maintaip quality

programs which will foster positive outcomes for children.

Definition of Terms

The following definition of terms will facilitate a more thorough

understanding, of the concept of competence.

.

ComPetence

This is defined as the ability to perform or do a particular task.

'It can be categorized in the following ways:

.Knowledile couctency

This includes knowledge of psychological theories, teaching strategies,

program analysis, and subject matter to be taught.

6



hill competency

This includes all procedures, operations, activities, and mithods

relating to classroom performance. Often there is an overlap with

the knowledge competencies since the demonstration of the skill

presupposes a knowledge base.

.Attitu4es competency

This includes the expression of values, beliefs, and emotional

response. It is integral to the previous competency dimensions

(Houston and Howsan, 1972).

It must be very clear that this discussion of teacher competence

proceeds along three barely discreet lines. 'The nature of competence

is "integrative" rather than "additive" (ECSTF, 1976). That is cum-

petence is viewed as a synthesis, rather than a collection of knowledge,

skills, and atiitudes. These components are formed and interact with

each other to iroduce facilitative behaviors of the child and together

they provide a basis for identification of those behaviors which make

a competent teacher.
.

Literature Review

Using the general description of teacher behaviors obtained primarily,

from the literature search (Early Childhood Services Task Force on Teacher

Competence, June, 1976) guidelines were established to obtain information
-

on the effectiveness and interrelationship of particular behaviors. The

.content in which these behaviors occur describes a more accurate'concept

of "competence" in early childhood edi:cation.

. The literature search i4 child development and early childhood

education identified four areas of definition for teacher competence.
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These areas are:

1: the purpose of early childhood programs

2. the environment of early childhood programs

3. the role of the teacher

4. review of the nature and quality of research with teacher

behavior

Purpose of early childhobd prograMs

Children at various stages Of development have number of salient

physical, Jacial, and psychological needs. Many of their r'e'quirements

are well known to early childhOod professionals. The folloying list

briefly summarized those needs of children who are between the ages of

four and seven.
a

1. nutrition

2. mental and verbal stimulation

3. peer play and fantasy.play

4. large muscle activity

5. independence

6. learning control of internal impulses

7. affection, security, acceptance, and comfort

, 8. exploration and manipulation of materials

9. achievement (Early Childhood Services,Task Force on Teacher

Compeienco, 1976, p. 7).

,lielping to meet ble basic needs of children is the essential purpose

of programs for young children. Thus, the approach to planning must be

a holistic one, that of the whole Child.



Environments

An increasing amount of evidence (Bessess and Bell, 1972; jUnkmeyer,

1970; Glasser, 1969; %eget, A965; Shapp, 1973) indicates a significant.

relationship between the cognitive (intellectual), psychomotor .(behavioral),

and affective (feeling).domain as Well ap between emotionally.healthy

feelings about oneself and the'ability to relte to others. Although we

have a strong tendency to talk of these three domains as separate entities,,

it is apparent that they cannot be sepaiated. AcCording to Morrison, this

tendency

encourages a fragmentation of teaching which can -

be deadening to.chil4ren and also have a tendency ;

to place an eniphasis on the cognitive domain to
the exclusion of the other two domains, particu-
larly, the affective'(p. 226).

Ir

The early'childhood teactler who prepares an envircinment for children

based upon the acceptance a the integratior and interrelation of the

three domains exhibits certain qualities and fundamental beliefq. In-

dicators of the kinds of behaviors and attitudes include a teacher who:

l. does not feel, threatened by the children

. respects and ttusts children

3. is honest and accepting

4. believes in, andepromotes individual differences n children

5. promotes feelings of warmth

6. avoids imposing values on children

7. .encourages children to express their own ideas (Morrison, 1976).

ROLE OF EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATOR: A Look at Interpersonal Relations

..

The role of the early, childhood educator is based upon the premise that

education is a continuoUs process of interaction with the physical and human

n%
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.environment. A 1#erature search (Early Childhood Services Task Force

on Teacher Competence, 1976) led to the conclucton that himan interaction

should be viewed .as44.0eingle most important ingredient in early child-
.

hood programs. In this context, the teaaher's role in the development

of the child is essential not only in providing approp.riate materials

but also"in relating to each child in a positive manner. ReAearch and

programs for young children show that in' order.to maximik that con-

tribution to the fullest, teachers should be relating to children in a

way.that insures:

1. the child's mastery and satisfaction in 3,nteracti9ns
with the physical environRent, his peers, and aaults and

2.. consistency between'the experience in the program and
the characteristics the child brings to the program (p. 9).

oThese crieeria have an effect in the approach-that early teachers

. 5

will take both in fulfilling their roles and in broadening the scope of

their activities. Teachers in this capacity need a combination
P

of

t

personal characteristics, skills, and Knowledge in order to be effective.
* 4

Nature and quality of.research with teacher behavior

'Of the research studieq dealing with teacher competence and teacher

behavior, the most comprehensive one was conducted by the Early Childhood

Services Task Force on Teacher Competence in 1976. The study, .thich was

both descriptive and obserVational in nature, sought information about

specific behaviors 9f kindergarten teachers. Responses were solicited

from 33 teachers, parents, and, coordinators of kindergarten programs'

throughout Alberta, Canada.

According to the respondents of this studj, .tne most essential com-

petency for a kindergarten teacher was interpersonal competence; primarily

-W" Vb.' .% % pc .. lforr.: -,,-.71.-. . !. . .3., 1,3. :;
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competence.in'leadership and communication skills. In addition, intei--
.

; 4,.

*personalscompet(Ake is'étressed by this group ds the ared 'in which they
e.

are most ill-prepared. Beyond this, they also strongly believU that their

pedagogical knowledge needs a wider expkientlal base in Order to provide

4 . 1 4

0
W. 11.' I,

Resul4 from this stUdy ihdicated a high positive relationship emong
. ''N,

.

.

.

.

all competencvdimensions.TeaChers who exhibited skillful interpersonal.
4.5.

4 - -

4
them with the skills to make them effective in the classrodin.

,

behavior tended 'to organize material intp meaningful programs.i.. .Conversely.,
1

-

teachers who were rated poorly in personal behavior were often inept in

the area of program development%
. .

4 .......

A second and related sat of competencies was developed by tfie Child
. . w

Development Associate CondOrtitl (CDA) whidh was formed in 1972 under

the auspices of the Office of Child DevelbpmAht. 'Although this organize-

tion was designed to train and to assess child care para-professibnals",

and to assign a crddential to those'asseised as,being competent, the types

of demonstrated competencies expected froin CDA trainees are eompatible

with those one would expecr from every early childhood educator.

Based upon the competencies developed by the Early Childhood Services

Iesk Force (ECSTF) and the CDA, a third study (Isenberg, 1978) was con-

ducted in the State of New Jersey to determine rt.quisite competencies for

the head teacher in day cate programs. 1Q.e target population of head

*

teaChers was responsible'for planning and implementing progrems.for pre-
.

school children ns well as for kindergarten children. Results from a

survey study of 103 teachers and admi nistrators indicatdd that those
4,

competencies deemed important to this teaching role were pimilTa' to

those of the ECSTE and the CDA (Appendix A).

I,
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.THE EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCA OR AS A LEADER j
e

p

Aa,the need and demand for more p.k6-schOol prograts

. .

grows and the accompanying use of aides', parents, and

uolunteers as an essential componen.t of the program
,

.

becomes a reality, the role.of the teacher needs to be. .

re-examined in light of these trelids And chqnges.

/ These new challenges call for.a concomitant reexamin-

ation. of the role of the clissroot teacher as a leader.

e

o.

0

c.

t
0

Lettme explore my.con eption of "leadership" with you for a few 4,4

"moments. Leadership,can be viewed in many ways. First, according to

Webster, a leader.ip one who "guides, conducts, escorts, directs, in-
)

.fluences, induces or one who rs. ahead or 'at the head'. ,

Second, ,there is the 'military view of a leader as.the General Patton.
o

type who4manipulates, contrcls, orders.

' Third, my view of leadership simply related to the ability td ehable

others to learn from what they do rather than from what is done to then..
.

. .

.
.:. - A* Further, this transfers dIxectly into the relationships we have whether

they be co-staff, parents, Volunteers, or children.

Essesntially, the teacher has always been a leader of the young,

although the tendency has not been to .yiew her in,such a role. Early

childhood .teache'rs have'more often than not seen the role of the teacher
°

as one.who "adVises and inspires" as opposed to one who "directs and in-

structs". Leadership as applied 'to the classroom teacher, simply meani

0.0, tile ability to enable the child to learn from what he does rather than .

frem what is-done ,tO him. According to Alice Yardley, the teacher

0 -: 0 V
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assumes the role of leadership thrOugh suggestion, stimulation, and

example. That is, it is the leadership quolities that contribute greedy

-to a role model--a powerful factor in the developmeut of young children.

The early childhood teacher.can't avoid leadership. , It is built

into the whole process.of teaching. It is the quality that enables

people to.get going or Woviario get' things done. This underlying con-,

cept is important to all"of us-child and teacher, Rarent, aide or

volunteer. Because so few of us understand what lead rship really is,

it is necessary to examine itd principles and characterisics in general
0

andqhen see how these apply to the classroom teacher.

Leadership is an interactional.phenomenon which is builq-around

three interdependent elements. It comes about through 1) individual

traits (Ahysical and mental), 2) group structure (ability to meet the
Hm,

needs of colleagues), and 3) situational funct&oning (the environment

set up by virtue of people working, to'gether).

In addition, leadeAhip is associated with the following concepts:

t
1. ability to see .people in broad perspective and to make

e
decfsions on the basis,of long term-not short term goals,

2.. capacity 56 delegate authority as, well s responsibility,

3: 'an open-minded receptivitity to suggestions and criticisms

from peers and subordinates as well as superiors,

4. a willingness to rirk- loss of approval and support by

thinking ihdependyltly and 'taking a firm-stand (as saying no.to a
. ,

discipline procedure as,%behavior modificatipn), and

5. competqnce in carrying on, integrAting, and coordinating

a number of highly varied interests and ctivities simultaneously.

13
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Certainly all Of these concepi_s reflect the responsibilities of

the early childhood teacher in terms of setting tiip a Yuality program

fOr young children.

.The above characteristics are attributed to leadership. What,

then, are the.aualities ofjeadership and do we find these qualities

among our early childhood teachers? 'For the most part, we do. The

problem lies in the fact that we don't think of them as leadership

qualities yet they are the very qualities upon which good leadership

rests in any disciplane. For example:. such qualities as:

intelligence/integrity

vigor, vitality, verve -

courage, fortitude, bravdry

communication skills

persience, patience

will, desire, ambition

and willkmgness to gamble

The foregoing qualities and characteristics.are not unfamiliar

onesce,our teachers. The ueed fot.' leadership is apparent and perhaps

Lhe moSt important factor in determining the success of-the program.

Un1ess:a leader, and I,use it synonymously with teacher, is able to

meet the needs of his followers (staff) to THEIR satisfaction, he wil1

not lead verj,long. ,Again, this.concept applies across disciplines

and is not relgated.0 a single discipline.

6

yhat are the specific tasks that require leadership qualities among
.

early :..ildhood reachezs? We need to look at several things. I plan

to outline three major areas this afternoon. These inelnde

1. the way in which the class room leader leads children for

whom she is directly responsible (program developmerit, instructional

role),

4



the way in which she lead8 her staff (including assistant

teachers, aides, volunteers, and resource people in a relational

role), and

3. the way !r: which she records the development of the

children with whom she works (decilpn-making role).

I. LEADING CHILDREN: INSTRUCTIONAL ROLE

The teacher's capacity to'inspire children is her most in-

flnential form of leading them (Xardley). The capacity to inspire

does not necessaiily mean having au overly enthusiastic and vi-,

vacious teacheT. It stems from ihe basic belief that a teacher'

who works hard at inspiring often succeeds more consistently than

the more erratic, outgoing type. Inspiration can be cultivated and

most teachers can be inspirational to children.

Where do you start? Start with personal interest. This leals

to involvement and allowing yourself torbecome invoied is a.personal-

habit. Being involved with children incorporates knowing what "-tuTns

children on" so that you can share that enthusiasm with a child,

(give example of a child.interested in the World Series). Interest

in and of itself comes as a result of effort. That is, teachers make

ihe effort to be interested in the child and in what he has to say.

The attitude a teacher conveys in 'this way, along with their

willingness to provide good and plentiful materials, will produce

conditions which inspire. But.. you must know your children

Read example.from Yardley pp. 92 and 93 re Miss Cooper

Thus, the teacher is responsible for planning a curriculum

around the child. The key here lies in the word PLANNING and CHILD.

There is a definite need to observe and take an interest in each
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child., Otherwise, howido you know how to .do this? Inherent in this

task, lie definite leadership techniques. These skills are needed to

plan and implement.any program which is designed aroundthe needs of

the child. As Millie Almy notes, curriculum planning involves both

school and the parents. It is concerned with process and the process

skills of perceiving, communicating, .1.oving, decision-making, kw-

organizing, and creating.

Furthermore, the teacher is also responsible for providing.a

.happy place with opportuaities for worthwhile play and work exper- b

iences so,that children will grow and learn under the guidance of

well-qualified teachers. The school must be a place where the child

is engaged in interesting, stimulating activities relevant to their

lifestyles, not a place for just "busy work".

How does a teacher plan and lead so that:

1.. the child.can acquire skills,and work habits yet be flexible

enough to live in a changing Wrld and

2. the child can develop a pattern of work and play which will

guide him in knowing,how to work, how to use leisure and how to

relax and rest?

Obviously, the teacher needs to utilize her knowledge about

each child, the level of developmental tasks the child faces, and

the sequence of learning skills. By selecting and guiding activ-

ities for young children, the teachers' skills and edutational
...-

leadership qualities are evident.

All of this involves setting long range goals, analyzing

pupil achievement and discovering each child's needs, planning a

daily schedule, and selectiag opportunities and activities; it is

des

6



a VERY 'important. challenge. It Caes a VERY special kind of per-

son to do this so children are the ultimate winners_ Planning based

on goals of the program in an integrated way is essential. It must

be remembered, however, that the choice of teaching topic cannot

be based excl4Sively on. the child's interests, nor is it entirely

dependent on some incident. Rather, 'it is a combination of both.

101

. The most important question is: What am I trying to help the child -\

learn,to understand, to experience? Answer. Activities need to be

planned,around theSe questions.

II. STAFF RELATIONSHIPS: RELATIONAL ROLE

All early childhood teachers MUST work with other adults as part

of their work. Much routine Work needs to be done in the classroom.

Teaching, then becomes MORE THAN interacting with'and planning the

curriculum for the children. ,Such routines .as collecting money,

buying food for snacks anc cooking projects, gathering supples, and

record keeping all amst be done. They become less time consuming,

however, if you establish a set of guidelines for each task and

DELEGATE responsibility:

WORK WITH PARENTS

Identify principles of parent involvement (p 101 Thornberg)

There is a basic assumption in working with parents that, work-
.

ing together, both parents and teachers can benefit the child by

creating positive home-school relations. Suggestions for enhanc-.

ing this relationship include:

i. Parent-teacher meetings

a. need to be organized around a common interest

b. send a questionnaire to determine if parents are inter-

ested in group meetings

1

o.



,c. if interested, what specific topics would they like

discussed?

d. allow parents to decide if they want meetings, how

often they want them, where, and about what?

Suggest topics as: Aggression, Home-Safety, Toy Buying,

Sex Education, T.V. (Give as handout Nhornberg, p. (104).

e. evaluate all meetings

Handout with evaluation criteria

2. Get parents-involved

In addition to parent meetings

Remember, it is easier NOT Go get involved. Parents are

concerned about cultural barriers, inadequate relations with school

etc.

A. Use home yisits

They establish a strong rapport; the child feels im-

portant

Parents feel part of the program

B. Use paredts as Resources

Every parent has something to offer

Send questionnaire at the beiinning of the year

C. Class Newsletter

, By the teacher and the child

Include pictures, stories, schedule of the month

D. Assist with Field Trips

E. Be a classroom volunteer

F. Participate in Classroom Observation



,
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;nvite them to observe. This helps bridge the gap '

between home and school. .Helpful to provide a guide to

observation. , For example: Do you encourage interaction

with the children?, Let parents in on this method gf

observing.

C. Have children prepare a "Dear Mom and Dad" letter

Let them tell the Parents what is going on in school.

H. Have a_parents day_ _
_

I. Provide individual classrdom scrapbooks

J. Send home "Positive notes" about the child

K. Telephone--Share a success

L. Utilize a'parent)builetin board

M. Organize a parent library

N. Suggested.Readings Handout (Thornberg, p. 117-119).

VOLUNTEtRS

Volunteers are very Important-to the early childhood program.

All early childhood programs,can benefit from them. The question

for the teacher becomes...what to do with them once they re there?

Planniug.for volunteers ii just as essential as planning the

curricUlumlor the children. The teacher has a:major responsibility

in organizing and leading the volunteers through a meaningful

program in order to gain optimum development for the children.

WHO CAN BE A VOLUNTEER?

1. Parents...May be fer a one time project or on'a regular

basis

9



. AMAX CAN VOLUNTEERS DO?'

'J.. special tutors for individual children

2. provide transportation for trips

1. talk to class about their professions

4. work,with small groups on a task related to their hobby

some--work directly with the_child, others, work on-tasks

not directly related to children but essential for a smootkfunction-

ing program of operation

Example: typing letters, class newopaper

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS

Benefits are derived by both the staff and_the-cbil-d-ren

Teacher----has more time lor individual instruction and to

develop a child-oriented classroom

Childmore adult time aids child,.in developing a more

positive self-image

TEACHER...MANAGING VOLUNTEERS

Managing a volunteer program idthe classroom can work only if

their is a commitment on the part of the teacher and her Staff to

.see that it works...Again, it takes a special kind of person with

those leadership qualities previous,ly identified to.make a volun-

teer program work.

In some' cases, a volunteer coordinator is hired to recrUit,

orient, and train BUT the teacher needs training in order to

utilize them properly and effectively in the classroom.

TRAINING

Some tasks require no special training. What is required are

special instructions and support from an appropriate person.



.Example: making curtains, puppet theatre, reading corner etc.

Volunteers who work with children need to knoW

1. the goals of the program
V.

2. the schedule of the day

3. the expectations of the teacher

4. basic child development

5. guidance techniques used in that part of the classroa

Positive statements games p. 125-130 (Handout)

6. Build in evaluation p. 132 of.ThOrnberg

Teach teachers how to ei.raluate their volunteer program..

wo

For example:

1. ;do you feel'welcome?'

2. what.things make you .feel welcome?

3, what things make you.feel unwelcome?

4. 4re you getting to know other volunteers?.

5. is there someone at school'"you can talk to about the pro-.

gram? your role?. or if you don't understand something?

RECORD KEEPING ASSESSING DEVELOPMENT

f. The present emphasis on accountability, management by ob-

jectives and pre-planning in terms of assessed needs makes it im-

'perative that.Early Childhood teachers be skilled in record keeping,
.

especially in being objective as to what is recorded. The Freedom

of lqormation Act requires open accessibility to all records un-

less othc ise waived in writing. Thus, reco,rd keepins becomes in-

creasingly impb.rant and needs to be a joint venture with the parent.

Recording inftirmation during the preschool years provides an,
NN

excellent opportunity for obtaining accurate information regarding

21



a child. Why? Because it establishes a bond and makes for closer

understanding. Never again will the parents express personal feel-
,.

ings, family problems and other sources of information so freely as
1

they do with the child's pre-school and kindergarten, teacher. lt

is fertile ground.for beginning to help the child,grow an4toielj ---------

the parent see the child as he really is and what suitable environ-.

ments will.enhance such developinent.

Care must be taken in keeping records and not in using scores

and numbers Alone. Accurate descriptions of anectdotes, accounts

of incidents etc. become a.basis'for a child's later

the teacher must be skilled in sharing both the childs strengths

and weaknesses with the parent's. Sharing this information requires

a special kind af person.

WHAT TO RECORD

Consistent with-chang4ng points of view, what is considered

to be important information ta know about the young child's de-

velopment has also changed drastically during the last decade.

New terminology, new ev,aluations, use of tests and dirrict measures

continues for more meaningful ways of determining behavioral growth

and ch-ange in young children. khigh demand for'accpuntability con-

tinues in early childhood education as it does jai other areas of the

educational discipline.

RATIONALE FOR RECORD KEEPING (Leeper)

We often hear objections to in depth record keeping on the part

of the early,childhood educator. WHY? Some people feel it biases

the reader and may even do harm to the child. What does this mean?

The medidal profession and child development specialists for years
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have.recognized the value of cumulative developmental records.

Teahers who are truly profession4 know the importance of past be-

havioral development of the children they teach and why it has occured.

If we assume, as 'has been_discussed today,-t hat --cirriculum devel-
.

opment and variations are based upon the needs of each group of child-

ren involved, the teacher is at a.diStinct disadvantage without gre-

cords. Record keeping then becemes a major charge and task. We.must

. take the challenge and.provide excellent_leadership,in .this capacity.

Teachers need to be able to answek:

What shoeld I know about this child and why?

2. What should be known about this child's health history,

family, neighborhood?

.-

Use a standard form with built in flexibility to enable maximum

opportunities for each'child. Can't.rely on memory in this case and

can't depend on accurate recallof events.

KINDS OF RECORDING

1. FOLDERS: Keep samples of children's work, dated, comments

2. FORMATIVE/SUMMATIVE EVALUATION

With the implementation of Management by Objectives in the
It

Head Start program, stress is placed on the behavioral development.

The:. is, the teacher assesses the outcome of the program in terms of

identifying, prior to instruction, what the stated outcomes or re-

sults are expected to be.. Thus, the teacher must be able to SHOW

to what degree each objective has been achieved.

Example:, p491 LEEPER to record his or her name in print by January

Example: a general goal to classify by form, size, color

,Whatever the objective, it needs to. be assessed and some means of



j.

I '

recording need:: to take place iMmediitely following the ssessment.

Formative and summative evaluation merely meang the aesessment of

where the child is,if instruction is to be meaningful. It must be 4:

remembered that thejate of acieyemeat varies among the children

and daily records are necessary.

.Formative evaluat1on.....takeg place while teaching is going on

Suwative evaluation..:.end of phe program or unit
4

RECORDING DEVELOPMENT .; Provide checklists in Handouts-_ _

Case study

anecdotals

behavior journals

tests

PPVT, ITPA, Bayleyscales of Infant development and Lexington

Developmental scales

CONCLUSION

In sum, we have noted that early childhood teachers.are.already

leaders in the classroom. The challenge lies in the ability to begin

to .accept this role vend to develop means and strategies to

enhance it.

'SUGGESTED GUIDELINES
S.

Results ft'om these three surveys (CDA: 1976, ECSTF: 1976; Isehberg;

1978) as well as a review of the literature have tapped several dimensions

which indicated 5 broad areas of importance for early childhood educators

in order to be considered "competent". From .these studies, suggested

guidelines can be drawn in order to determine what basic skills should be

required of the kindergarten teacher. These skills incorporate five areas.:



,.
.. 6

.( . .

1) child develop9e14,2). classroom management;. 3) interperional relations;
s,

4) personal competence and 5) Program design.
4

4

.Child development

Early childhood educators must demonstrate the ability to look to good

theory as'the basis for'the curricultim. S/he must deliberately build

the program on the best knowledge of why s/he is teaching, whom s/he

is teaching, what s/he id teaching, -and how s/he is teaching.

1. Teachers in tliese programs keep their goals

utterly clear.

92.. Teachersc,in these programs are child-centered.

3. Teachers i& these prOgrama are society-centered.

4: .Teachers in these.programsare subject-matter centered.

5. Teachers in these programs.have the tools they need to do

the job. (Hymes, '1975, pp. 34-35).

Classroom management

Early childhood educators must demonstrate the ability to handle

behavior of both individuals, small groups, and large groups of children

by usihg effective, democratic procedures. Some of these procedures

and skills include the ability to:

1. provide a well-paced program

2. plan and carry out the educational program

3. deal with different types of behavior

4. use praise and encouragement to reward desired behaviors

5: establish clear behavioral limits

6. provide appropriate activities for the developmental level of

,each child (Isenberg, 1978)

f

r.
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Inter)ersonal relations
4.0

Earl'y childhood educators must demonstrate the ability to

facilitate the child's masteryand satisfaction ih intertactions with

his/her peers anu adults as well as the.p,Wsical environment. .S/h.p*-

4/ will also help to stimulate the chi1d5a exploration of the environmdnt

and view succOss and fail'ure as, inforplative *rather than punitive.
a

Suggested skins in this area include the ability to:

.

1, support the child's goals in,a, particular activity
r

,

2. recognize and use :individual characteristics
4

3. .provide a socially"and psychelogically safe'environ-

ment for.' children ,

4. provide the structure aild encouragement necessar'y for

children to exPlore, learn, and raster their environment

5, respond to the context, motivation, and significance !of

behavior

6. communicate effectively (ECSTF, 1976).

Personal Comutence

Early childhood educators must serve ds an effective role model

of behavior for children as well ap for other adults. The teacher

will demonstrate the ability to:

1. understand her/himself

24 express,curiosity and exploratory lAlhavior Lo children

3. express a sense of humor and perspective

4. accept people without prejudice

5. be committed to human growth

..4

.s.
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6; be flexible 42

7. be emotionally responsive
.

ProgramAesip

Ehrly Childhood edudators must demonstrate the abi.lity to relate the use of

4 time, space, and activities to the developmental levels, learning.

abilities, and the individual characteristics of children. S/he will

demonstrate the ability to:

4v
1. . involve. parents,'professionals; ,and other people in the

.4

s.

planning and implementatioriof the programa

2.
. 8'

lacilitate language development.
. . ,

3. promote problem-solving behaviors Among children

*4 , facilitate sensory-motor development,

5. increase the child's self-knowledge

. .

,c. It is hoped that these Suggested guidelines,'which have .explored

today, can be used to generate higher quality pre-service and in-service

1,;

Programs. There are many ways oflmplementing them. Here are a few

-

stArters:
-"

1. Use as a crierion of performance towards the development'of

higher quality prograps for young children.

.2. Develop a program of on-going staff-development based updn one or-

more of these areas
t.

.4
06Nst.t4

3. Utablish guidelines for staff selection

4. Establish parent education programs 'relalod Lo leacher competency

Co be used in selecting programs for young' chiidren

5. Conduct staff development workshops based upon selected competency

guidelines.

27
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6. Use as a Self-evaluation instrument

.7. Develop a knowledge/skilli needs.analysis as .a basis' for in-service

*

and pre-service 'training (Appendix 3)

0 S U MMA RY

of

A

Such guidelines for.deseribing the kinds of competencies ,one.could look

for in selecting teachers for young children should be evident among

all staff who work 'with young children in ANY type of program. The

assumption starts from the premise thab these are basic skill areas

1 required of all staff.

The absolute acceptance that the teacher is crucial to the child's. "

total development cannot be uriderscored enough. Children are,learning

predominately from their immediate experiences with people, places,

and things. It is the !quality of teacher mediation and suidance during

these experiences that-has the greatest impact on learninge We cannot

pharlook the necessary cempetencies in'selecting and traiving teachers
, ,

for this most important professional role.

2
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Appendix II
;

r Knowledge/Skills Needs Analysis Profile

Position: Early Childhood Teacher

Name:

Date:

:. Competency

Works cooperatively
with Other staff.

Takes charge
in emergencies.

Observes children
objectively.

Listens to what
children say.

Plans a mell7paced
program.

Provides appropriate
developmental activities

Importance to Present
Profession Ability Priority

1. Minor. 1. Poor, 1. Low
2. Average 2. Fair 2. Average
3.'Major 3. Excellent 3. High

Very Good

MEI

=MI

IMO

MEI

MEI

I I

Ore MEI

Mal

=MI



Handout

POSITIVE STATEMENTS GAME

(1) Don't stand on th'e table.

-(2) You knOw.t 'we don't run in tho room.

(3) . Put down.the scissors.

(4), Lisa, don't push Johnny, he'll fall down.

(5) We don't bring guns to school.

(61. .1 cannot let you hit Johnny; it hurts him so much.

:(7) Stop running:

Joau 400ber4

.(8) Nice boys don't spit on peopl.C.

(9) You're not suPposod to take three crackers.

(10) I ,told you not to pui walnuts in the fish bowl.

.(1.) Don't color:on the.table.

(12) Don't stuff your mouth.

(13) Quit.yellin3 inside.

'(14) Shut the gerbil cage.

(15) 'yhere did you get that match?

(16) Didn't I justitell you not to put paper towels in the toilet?

(17) Don't.ride the truck over here.

(18) -You can't throw sand.

(19) You need to hang up your coat.

Source:

.:

Thomburg, Kathy. The Whole.Teacher (An Early Childhood Provam Guide).
Atlanta, Ga.: HaJlics,
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